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VBS Motivation
The unitarization of the longitudinal Vector Boson Scattering (VBS) cross section 
by the Higgs boson is a fundamental prediction of the SM which has not been 
experimentally verified yet.
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Two high energetic 
forward-backward jets, 
with two central bosons

SMP-19-012 W Z jj → 3l jj



VBS Signatures
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Diboson pair production via VBS at 13TeV being observed:

Very rare processes, cross sections typically ~ few fb

Challenges: 
➢ Dominant experimental uncertainty: jet energy scale from forward jets
➢ Monte Carlo simulations critical to VBS measurements: rely on differential predictions for 

EW/QCD separation

Zγ jj → 2l γ jj: SMP-18-007

Wγ jj →l γ jj: SMP-19-008

WV jj→l  jj jj+ ZV jj→ll jj jj: SMP-18-006

W+/-W+/-jj → l jj: SMP-19-012

best EWK vs QCD ratio

W Z jj → 3l jj:  SMP-19-012

Z Z jj→ 4l jj : SMP-20-001

clean final state, small BR, large contamination from gg→ ZZjj4ljj

137 /fb 36 /fb

new

new



W+/-W+/- 

Same sign lepton signature

EWK Signal generated at LO with 
MadGraph5

Background divided in two classes:

➢ Non prompt / Fakes from data CR
➢ Prompt irreducible from MC:

○ measured in the CR with ZZ and tZq 
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SMP-19-012



WZ signal vs Background

Three  leptons final state 
Larger QCD induced background:
→ BDT discriminant to isolate the EWK signal
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SMP-19-012
EWK QCD



Results W+/-W+/-  and WZ 
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Extract signal strength from binned maximum-likelihood fit: 
➢ WW and WZ measurement made simultaneously
➢ Simultaneous fit of several regions so that signal and main background are 

measured at the same time.

Inclusive cross sections
Theoretical uncertainties include 
statistical, PDF, and scale 
uncertainties. 

Electroweak production of WZ boson pairs: 
observed (expected) significance of 6.8 (5.3) σ



From observation to Measurement.
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SMP-19-012

absolute normalized

Test of NLO corrections

 



ZZ
EWK signal: 
VBS LO vs triboson (ZZW and ZZZ) NLO

ggZZ simulation:  
QCD ggZZ + 0/1/2 jets at LO with 
MG5_aMC@NLO  + MLM matching
to include the box diagrams 

Irreducible BKG From MC: qqbarZZ , ggZZ , ttbar 
Z, WWZ, WZZ, ZZZ
Irreducible Z+X : from fake rate method
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4-leptons final state 
SMP-20-001



Results ZZ

4.0 observed (3.5 expected)
 → evidence for EWK production!
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SMP-20-001
Using the matrix-element discriminant (MELA) to extract 
the signal



Wγ 
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pT γ >25 GeV
W candidate: 

Exactly one central electron (muon) with pT > 30 GeV
PT

miss > 30 GeV
Transverse mass of the W boson mT (W) > 30 GeV

Simulation

Template fit 
method, data-driven

From fake rates and 
“Tight+Loose” “Loose+Loose” 
data events

SMP-19-008

Major backgrounds in the SR



Results Wγ 

Fiducial cross section is extracted using the m jj - m lγ
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After combining with previously reported 
CMS results based on 8 TeV data, the 
observed (expected) signal significance is 
5.3 (4.8) σ.



Test of the electroweak sector
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Summary of the cross sections of 
pure Electroweak (EWK) 
interactions among the gauge 
bosons presented as a ratio 
compared to theory.

Improvement on the EWK 
measurement, no significant 
deviation from the SM.



VBF production
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SMP-16-018

SMP-17-011

Important “standard candle” for VBF Higgs
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Anomalous Quartic Gauge Coupling 
Modification of the SM lagrangian with additional dimension-8 operators

SMP-20-001SMP-19-012 SMP-19-012W+/-W+/-jj → l jj W Z jj → 3l jj Z Z jj→ 4l jj
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Anomalous Quartic Gauge Coupling 

SMP-18-007 SMP-19-008Zγ jj → 2l γ jj
Wγ jj →l γ jj
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Anomalous Quartic Gauge Coupling 

Setting limits on quartic gauge 
couplings (aQGCs). No 
evidence for SM deviations.

LHC
reach

14 TeV

Eboli-Gonzalez parametrization



Summary and outlook

First measurements with Run2 data completed, more to come with full Run2.

Looking for new physics interactions: interpretation in terms of generic EFT 
settings or specific models.

Test of the EWK sector will continue in Run3 and at HL-LHC.
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backup
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WW and WZ signal extraction
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